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Abstract : Opinion retrieval has established itself as an important part of search engines ratings, opinion 

trends and representative opinions enrich the search experience ofusers when combined with traditional 

document retrieval by revealing more insights about a subject.In the past years we have witnessed Sentiment 

Analysis and OpinionMining becoming increasingly popular topics in InformationRetrieval and Web data 

analysis.With the rapid growth of the user-generated content on the Web.Opinion retrieval is a document 

retrieving and ranking process, a relevant document must be relevant to the query and contain opinions toward 

the query. Opinion polarity classification is an extension of opinion retrieval; it classifies the retrieved 
document as positive, negative or mixed, according to the overall polarity of the query relevant opinions in the 

document. In this study, we review the development of opinion search and retrieval during the last years, and 

also discuss the evolution of a relatively newresearch directionand we try to layout the futureresearch directions 

in the field. 
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I. Introduction 

Since the World Wide Webfirst appeared two decades ago, it has changed the waywe manage and 

interact with information. It has now become possible to gather the information of our preference from multiple 

specialized sources and read it straightfrom our computer screen. But even more importantly, it has changed the 

way we share information. Today people not only comment on the existing information, bookmark pages, and 

provide ratings, but they also share their ideas, newsand knowledge with the community at large.There exist 

many mediums, where people can express themselves on the web Blogs,wikis, forums and social 

networksOpinion search as a research area is arelatively new branch of studies. The aim is to enable users to 

search for opinions on any object[27]. However, the entity “object” is used to point to different concepts 

including  products, persons, happenings or topics. Therefore opinion search can be helpful for a broad range of 

application. Extracting information from news articles and other texts is an important application task for natural 

language processing technology. In the past few years, web documents are receiving great attention as a 

newmedium that describes individual experiences and opinions. This situation is generating increasing interest 

in technologies for automaticallyextracting or analyzing personal opinions from web documents such as posts 

onmessage board and weblogs. Such technologies can be an alternative to traditional questionnaire based social 

or customer research and would also be Web userswho seek reviews on certain consumer products of their 

interest.Previous approaches to the task of mining a large-scale document collectionof customer opinions (or 

reviews) can be classified into two approaches: textclassification and information extraction approaches. In the 

former researchershave been exploring techniques for classifying documents or passages accordingto 

semantic/sentiment orientation such as positive vs. negative [1,19,27] . The latter, on the other hand, focuses 

onthe task of extracting opinions consisting of information about particular aspectsof interest and the 

corresponding semantic orientation in a structured form fromunstructured text data. In contrast to sentiment 

classification, opinion extractionin general aims at producing richer information useful for in depth analysis 

ofopinions, which has recently been taken on by a growing research community [5],[12],[21].In section 2, the 

background and the motivation of the current study is described. Section 3 presents the classification framework 

of the existing work on opinion search. Section 4, contains the discussion of the findings of this study and 

results are discussed at section 5. 
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II. Background 
Information available on the web as text format can be broadly classified into two main categories, fact 

and opinions. Facts are generally objective statements about entities and events. But opinions are subjective 

statements that reflect people’s sentiments or perceptions about the entities and events which is the area of 

interest for this work. Most of the exiting research like information retrieval Web search, and other text mining 

and natural language processing tasks on text information processing has been focused on mining and retrieval 

of factual information only a little work has been done on the processing of opinion until recently[3,22].Though 

the  number of research interests in this area is growing fast. As a human being, people like to express their own 

opinion. They are also interested to know about others opinion on anything they are interested, especially 

whenever they need to make a decision. The technology of opinion mining thus has a tremendous scope for 

practical application [26]. In order to enhance customer satisfaction and shopping experience, it has become a 

common practice for online merchant to enable their customer to review or to express opinions on the products 

that they have purchased[22].This is better than reading a large number of reviews to form a mental picture of 

the strengths and weaknesses of the product. Using these reviews, product developing companies can gather 

feedback on their products in a relatively easy and cheap way. These ratings can be used to evaluate the results 

of opinion mining techniques by comparing the ratings to the results from opining mining. Activity regarding 

opinion search has been heavily concentrated. Furthermore, manyreviews are very long and have only a few 

sentences containing opinions on the product. This makes it harder for a potential customer to read them all to 

make an informed decision on whether to purchase the product or service. If he/she only reads a few reviews, 

he/she may get a biased view. It is very difficult for a human reader to find relevant sources, extract pertinent 

sentences, read them, summarize them and organize them into usable forms [3]. An automated opinion mining 

and summarization system is thus become important [3, 22]. 

 

III. Classification Framework on Opinion Search 
Opinion mining has been studied by a good number of researchers in very recent years. To make the 

unambiguous research opportunities in this field, We are classify the current literature in the following ways 

which is shown in Fig.1.After an extensive study on this area of work, We have identified two main research 

directions  namely. 

3.1 Sentimentand Subjectivity Classification 
This is the area that has been researched the most in academia. It treats sentiment analysis as a text classification 

problem. Two sub-topics[3]that have been extensively studied are. 

(i)Sentence - level sentiment classification 

(ii)Document- level sentiment Classification 

 
figure1: classification of opinion mining research. 
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3.1.1Sentence - level sentiment classification 
The sentence expresses a single opinion from a single opinion holder. This assumption is only 

appropriate for simple sentences with a single opinion, e.g., “The picture qualityof this camera is amazing.” 

However, for compound sentences, a single sentence may express more than  one opinion. For example, the 

sentence, “The picture quality of this camera is amazing and so is the battery life, but the viewfinder is too small 

for such a great camera”, expresses both positive and negative opinions[3] (one may say that it has a mixed 

opinion). For “picture quality” and “battery life”, the sentence is positive, but for “viewfinder”, it is negative. It 

is also positive for the camera as a whole. 

3.1.2 Document level sentiment Classification 

The document level sentiment classification considers as the whole document as the basic information 

unit. The existing research assumes that the document is known to be opinionated [3].Most existing techniques 

for document-level sentiment classification are based on supervised learning, although there are also some 

unsupervised methods [3]. 

3.2 Opinion classification component 

This component performs two tasks: (1) classifying each document into one of the two categories, 

opinionated and not-opinionated, and (2) classifying each opinionated document as expressing a positive, 
negative or mixed opinion. For both tasks, the system uses supervised learning[3].An opinionated document is a 

document that contains opinion. The opinion may target at different object. The topic relevant documents of a 

query are the ideal output of a document  retrievalsystem.Such topic relevant documents may or may not contain 

opinions about the query. But they all contain query related facts.To detect the opinions is the documents, Thus 

method  methods a statistical feature selection process based on the pearson’s chi-square text; and the building  

and applying of a support vector machine(SVM)classifier.The SVM classifier only determines if sentences in a 

documentsare opinionative or not, but does not know if the opinions areabout the query or not.The SVM 

classifier  has also been shown as one of the the most effective text classification algorithm[28]. 

  

The opinionated relevant documents(ORD) of a query are documents that contain query relevant opinions about 

the query .A list of ORD is the ideal output of an opinion retrieval system. The ORD is a subset of the 
intersection of the topic relevant documents and the opinionated documents. To find the opinion that are related 

to the query topic, a novel proximity based method  is proposed to evaluate the relevant  between a piece of 

opinion and the query [28].Wei Zhang et al[23]  present the NEARoperator to classify anopinionative sentence 

as either relevant or not relevant to thequery. 

3.3ArchitectureofOpinionSentenceSearch  

The following figure shows the Model of opinion sentence search system in blogspace. 

 
figure2.model of opinion sentence search system. 
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The blog data server collects blog pages by periodically crawling the web. The opinion sentence search 

engine, which receives blog pages from the blog data server, consists of two main modules: opinion sentence 

extraction and query-relevant sentence extraction.  The opinion sentence extraction module checks whether each 

sentence in the crawled blog pages can be considered an opinion. Opinion sentences are extracted and indexed 

as off-line processing, which, for a practical real-time search, should be as high a proportion of the entire 

processing as possible. The query-relevant sentence extraction module retrieves opinion sentences relevant to 

the user’s query phrases from the index table of opinion sentences in the blog page server. Since users’ queries 

cannot be predicted, query-relevant sentence extraction has to include on-line processing. 

Most document level and sentence level classification methods are based on identification of opinion 

words or phrases. There are typically   two types of approaches: 

(i)   Dictionary based approach 

(ii)  Corpus-based approach  

Dictionary based approach is based on bootstrapping using a small set of seed opinion words and an 

online dictionary, e.g., WordNet [11,18]. The strategy is to first collect a small set of opinion words manually 

with known orientations, and then to grow this set by searching in the WordNet for their synonyms and 

antonyms. The newly found words are added to the seed list. The next iteration starts. The iterative process stops 

when no more new words are found. This approach is used in [14,15]. After the process completes, manual 

inspection can be carried out to remove and/or correct errors. Researchers have also used additional information 

(e.g., glosses) in WordNet and additional techniques (e.g., machine learning) to generate better lists 
[2,7,8,10,15]. So far, several opinion word lists have been generated [20,9,14,24,25].The dictionary based 

approach and the opinion words collected from it have a major shortcoming. The approach is unable to find 

opinion words with domain specific orientations, which is quite common[3].  

Corpus-based approach rely on syntactic or co-occurrence patterns and also a seed list of opinion words 

to find other opinion words in a large corpus. One of the key ideas is the one proposed by Hazivassiloglou and 

McKeown [13]. The technique starts with a list of seed opinion adjective words, and uses them and a set of 

linguistic constraints or conventions on connectives to identify additional adjective opinion words and their 

orientations[3].It can help find domain specific opinion words and their orientations if a corpus from only the 

specific domain is used in the discovery process. 

IV. Application Area 
Opinion search as a research area is a relatively new branch of studies. The aim is to enable users to 

search for opinions on any object[27].opinion search can be helpful  for a broad  range of applications, including 

review-related websites, forums, blogs, business intelligence, government intelligence and politics, education 

for e-Learning etc. As most research to date covers opinion search applications in the context of weblogs, 

review-related websites, Customer reviews on the Internet provide a valuable source of information Reviews 

available on Amazon.com. provide information on all aspects of products, and on a huge number of alternative 

products. Activity regarding opinion search has been heavily concentrated on weblogs. They provide a wealth of 
opinions and information about recent issues regarding a wide range of topics.E-Government refers to the use of 

information and communications technologies (ICTs) to improve the quality of services and information offered 

to citizens, to make government more accountable to citizens and advance public sector transparency. Opinion 

search/retrieval can be used in various fields to meet varied purpose. Binali et al presented some application 

with some example of current applications [26]. 

 

V. Conclusion and Future work 
Opinion search and retrievalhas the potentiality to use from the individual level to organizational level 

such as companies and government. People and organizations from several domains could benefitted in various 
way by using the opinion search and retrieval techniques from online customer’s feedback. In this paper we 

have reviewed the current research work in the area of Opinion search and retrieval. We have analyzed several 

approaches taken by the researchers to extract overall opinion from the unstructured text expressed as opinion 

even We have critically evaluated the existing work .We strongly believe that this study will help to new 

researchers to expose cutting edge area of interest in opinion search and retrieval. In the future we plan to apply 

the decision tree approach to further improve the retrieval effectiveness. 
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